The committee recommended that parking permits be rolled over (with a fee freeze) for the Spring 2017 semester.

The Zip Car program now has 5 cars which can be reserved for personal use. TAPS is exploring the possibility of extending the Zip Car program to accommodate business use.

The North Bowl 2 lot is projected to open in December, 2016. Currently it is planned to allow parking for C and B permits, event parking, and student commuters in Spring if needed. The ratios for each group able to park in the lot have not been disclosed.

- 576 unmarked, 17 motorcycle, 16 ADA spaces

The bike line along Lake Rd will be modified due to the addition of a road for construction traffic. Details will be discussed at the next TAPS Advisory Committee Meeting.

Spring schedules for Transit busses may be ‘pushed-up’ by 15 minutes due to delays around campus due to heavy traffic.